‘This is my vocation; is it worth it?’ Why do core medical trainees break from training?
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Introduction

The number of trainees moving directly into training posts following their foundation training is decreasing\textsuperscript{1} and the same pattern is emerging after CMT. Previous studies identified factors behind CMTs leaving the formal training route, but didn’t explore the motivations behind this.\textsuperscript{2,3}

Understanding the reasons why trainees take a break from traditional training trajectories is crucial in order to ensure structures are embedded to support them. This study investigates trainees’ motivations in taking a break after CMT and develops recommendations to support trainees.

Methods

60-minute semi-structured, recorded, anonymised and transcribed telephone interviews with nine CMTs (five women and four men working in four different deaneries) who self-identified as leaving or taking a break from training were carried out between February and July 2019.

Transcripts were analysed and an emergent thematic framework created. For areas of disagreement we created thematic maps and calculated Cohen’s Kappa (0.73), reaching a solid agreement level.\textsuperscript{4} We reached saturation,\textsuperscript{5} when no additional themes were added to the thematic framework, after the second coding of the first six interviews.

Results and analysis

Three inter-related overarching themes (Fig 1) were identified. Key quotes are shown for each theme.

Personal life

‘…Last year I felt very burnt out. I was considering leaving medicine completely. So I was looking for other jobs outside medicine and I thought it would be best if I could get a role outside the training programme with reduced hours, to give myself a chance to think if I wanted to stay in a career in medicine…’

(Izabelle)

Confidence and competencies

‘I think there needs to be an understanding that [becoming a registrar] doesn’t just happen overnight, that I need to be trained to become that role and I need certain competencies. If I don’t get those … and if I don’t feel confident enough, then I just won’t.’

(Finlay)

‘I feel like there are some consultants who are so unsupportive’ there should be a way of making sure they’re not people’s supervisors … I’ve got Dr so-and-so and everyone grimaces and goes, “Oh no, poor you”, and it shouldn’t be like that.’

(Jayce)

Logistical and cultural stressors

‘… We’re expected to attend 40 clinics over 2 years … and aren’t able to leave work because there’s not enough staff … I came in on annual leave to do [clinics] as well.’

(Izabelle)

‘Even if you wanted to, and you could step up as a registrar, there would be no one else to do the SHO work.’

(Emilis)

Fig 1. The themes and their inter-relationships for why trainees leave training.
Conclusion

In addition to the suggestions from interviewees to improve training (Fig 2), this study highlights the need for motivated, well-trained trainers (with the time required for the role) to improve trainee experience. Physicianly specialties need to make flexible training and working more accepted and improve trust understanding of training requirements so they can better support trainees. Flexible Portfolio Training\(^6\) may help to some degree.

IMT has replaced CMT7 and may address confidence and competence issues by extending the programme and mandating intensive care rotations.
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